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Beli pulsa di shopee gagal terus

×Sorry interrupts Yth for CSS error. Shop my favorite shopping account, for the first time I was betrayed by Shope's service when it comes to buying digital products, smartfren pulse. Since I have a lot of Shopee coins and attracted with 15% cashback and get a coin Rp10,000, so on Wednesday 20 November 2019 the day before yesterday I bought
Smartfren Credit for 50,000 payments through Alfamart. When the payment is successful, it simply says process. I waited 1-2 hours until it took too long, but the pulse didn't come in. I contacted CS Shopee but the response was told to wait 1×24 hours until the payment was confirmed. Whereas the pulse I usually buy from Shope goes straight in and the
process is very fast. Until I finally got upset and asked Shope for a refund. But it turns out that the process is not so easy. I had to wait no more than 5 working days in his words. Until now, my credit hasn't come in and Shopee told them I'd deal with the refund immediately. I don't write a letter like if I just bought 10 or 20 thousand pulses, but since this time I
bought a pretty decent pulse, 50 thousand, I decided to send a letter in Consumer Media. Hopefully with me to write this letter, the relevant Shopee Party can process refunds or incoming credits faster. Thank. This article is user-generated and the author's responsibility. Give me your assessment! [Total:34 Average: 4/5] Some may be familiar with such
incidents. Some people have experienced it first-hand. There are also those who have heard or read complaints about download pulses that never come from relatives or others who post their stories on the internet. Recently, for the first time, I experienced such an unfortunate event. I've made a lot of top-ups and data packets through Shopee. Before, the up
or down data packet is always smooth. A credit or data package is always filled in quickly, not even 5 minutes after a successful transaction. On June 15, 2020, a refund from Shope worth 50,000 didn't even take 10 minutes, although the event status was successful and evened out the serial number (SN) listed in the app. I also don't get any additional text
message notifications. Trying to think positively, I tried to wait a few more moments until even 1 hour later the pulse still doesn't step in. The first thing that comes to mind is to contact Telkomsel Customer Service (CS) directly on Twitter. I asked if, in addition to the 50,000 RP I filled, I had succeeded as of 15 June 2020. At first I contacted via DM but as the
DM queue was very long and it took hours to respond, I eventually went straight through mention @Telkomsel emulated yes! because you respond through a mention, your number can automatically be broken down and read by anyone). I just panicked first. How many minutes, mention to me was answered by telkomsel Twitter admin, who reported that
there was no credit event that day. They suggested I wait 1 x 24 hours because it was feared that the pulse would be delayed. That day, I also contacted CS Shopee on Twitter by attaching a screenshot of the evidence of the incident. CS Shopee said the credit event was successful and I was advised to contact the provider directly. Waiting until the next day,
the pulse I filled still didn't set as well. Although it is not yet 24 hours, I contacted CS Telkomsel again and asked for certainty to charge the credit. The CS again stated that there really is nothing to fill in that day in the number I have filled in. Finally, CS again requested information as usual for authentication, including: Place full name and date of birth Location
information Number that can be contacted. Since the number is not my personal number, CS had asked the number owner to contact you directly. However, I sent a refund to the number and the owner of the number does not have Twitter. Complicated if you need to communicate over the phone to CS. Finally, CS requested additional verification information.
Two out of five requests for the following information are sufficient: nominal addition of the last active period of the last active period of the current packet card Three digits contacted in the last month. The information is provided to CS after it has been confirmed directly to the number owner. At that time, I had to wait for the CS's response for hours to × 1.24-
hour mark. Btw, you must be especially patient if you contact Telkomsel CS via Twitter. Sometimes it's emotionally draining because of the length of their response, but you also have to realize that complaints aren't just us. Perhaps Telkosel should increase the CS number of its social media services in order to quickly overcome customer constraints. In
addition, we use mobile phones almost every hour, whether it's phone, internet, etc. Especially in these ages of technology, everyone needs to react quickly. Back to the story. After waiting so long, CS responded again, saying that the information I provided was valid. They will help report to the relevant coordination group and ask me to wait for the results
within four working days. After being asked to wait 1 x 24 hours, I have to wait another 4 days?? (Reminder: Be patient with this ). On the other hand, I have also tried to apply for a refund to Shope and it was rejected. Then my last wish is only for Telkomsel to send the honor to the number I filled. The next day I received a DM from Cs Telkomsel stating
that no repair rp. 50,000 to the number that As of 15 June 2020. I was asked to confirm directly to Shopee the status of the top. Telkomsel did not give the results of his promised report until 4 days and not even 1 x 24 hours later. This condition is very confusing. I waited for hours and both sides were throwing them around. Shopee noted that the transaction
was successful, the refund was rejected and asked me to contact the provider, but the provider eventually stated that there were no twists and turns and I had to contact Shope. If only these two companies could coordinate directly, it will certainly make it much easier for customers to operate. But that's it... After receiving a statement from Telkomsel, I tried to
contact Shop again to apply for a refund. This time I e-mailed it. For those who don't yet know how, you can click on the Help Center in the Shopee app. Shop the App Help Center menu Then scroll down, then choose Email. Through this menu you can send questions directly to the buyer's customer service team! Menu where you can email the Shopee
Customer Service Team Display Email Menu in the Shopee app If they have sent a question, they usually send an answer directly to our email and notify you of the ticket number queue. That's when I was asked to wait three working days. Exactly 3 days later, on June 19, 2019, the CS Shopee team sent the following email: The email from Shopee Customer
Service (1) must again wait for the relevant team review! Although it has been waiting since yesterday, but can't immediately get certainty  During that time, I went back and forth to check emails until finally on June 22, 2020 they sent an email back, the contents of which indicated that the refund would be processed as related to the failed balance delivery.
Yay!! Finally!!. Shopee customer service advanced email (2) I immediately checked shopepay and on that day it was also true that my assets were refunded!! Shopeepay Balance Refund Thank You Shopee! I had a bad feeling before, but luckily it didn't really happen. Hopefully, in the future, the process time against customer complaints can be faster and
hopefully Shopee can improve its system so that similar events do not happen again. If you experience a similar event: The first step you can take is to collect screenshots of event evidence. Then wait 1×24 hours in advance to make sure there is no delay/wait to deliver the credit. Because the system may be weakened again, so the pulse is late. If no credit
× 1.24 hours, please contact Telkosel Customer Service immediately. Can be 188 (paid) by phone or be via Twitter. In fact, there may be other social media like Facebook or Line, but in my experience CS, which on Twitter is more responsive, although we also need to waiting for a response in line. You can then wait for the following instruction from the
Telkomsel CS team. The idea is to wait patiently and make sure that either your credit is sent or your money is refunded. One more thing, my advice when contacting their CS on Twitter is to try to provide support information such as name, place of birth, venue and phone number that can be contacted at the beginning even before CS requests information.
Why? Based on experience, it only takes one Question Time to wait for an answer from them. So, you better provide the information at the beginning to reduce the time and so that your complaint can be processed quickly. I came to share me this time. I hope this message can help you a little bit. Don't forget to leave constructive comments to improve this
and other writings in the future. Thanks for reading!  yours sincerely, Devi Devi.
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